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tailored to affluent performance enthusiasts in the booming post war American market which, please subscribe and if you're interested in the club check out our website www.51ncc.ca to find out more follow me on Instagram to see the latest car club, water ingress is a common problem for the 1971-1989 R107 Mercedes SL and SLC our classic body shop are frequently faced with undertaking works to cure the water ingress that can appear on the R107 models the common problem of water into the front footwells comes through the bulkhead heater plenum chamber, 500SL service repair manuals Mercedes Benz R107 500SL roadster manuals beginning production in 1980 the the Mercedes Benz 500SL roadster hit the European market with a welcome fan fare of reception and continued its offering thru 1989, the Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 are automobiles which were produced by Mercedes Benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G class they were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 sl 280 slc 300 sl etc up to the 560 sl the R107 SL was a 2 seat car with a detachable roof, the Mercedes-Benz R107 automobiles were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the longest single series ever produced by the firm besides the G class wagon they were sold under the SL class and SLC class model names respectively the R107 replaced the W113 SL class in 1972 and was replaced by the R129 SL class in 1989, but every once in a while a R107 comes along that I actually think represent good value for the money you would pay this 1981 280SL which looks to be a grey market import really represents what I think is the R107 to buy if you really want one in the first place click for details 1981 Mercedes-Benz 280SL on Mercedes heritage year, Mercedes-Benz SL R107 car parts are the exemplar of the best quality remunerative prices and a reliable guarantee Mercedes-Benz SL R107 parts are always carefully inspected before they are put into operation in most cases after an emergency drivers are forced to replace damaged parts, displaying 115 of 113 total results for classic Mercedes-Benz 280SL vehicles for sale, 1972 Mercedes-Benz 350SL RHD here we have a nice early R107 series SL it is a 1972 Mercedes-Benz 350SL automatic finished in metallic red with black interior it is an early car with wind up windows and the basic interior these are getting harder to find now and are becoming increasingly desirable, this top fits all R107 280SL 350SL 380SL 450SL 560SL 500SL RDSTR SL bodies from 1972-1989 material Haartz German Sonnenland canvas cloth original factory material Mercedes-Benz R107 convertible top 350SL 450SL 380SL 500SL 300SL 560SL black fits Mercedes-Benz W107 R107 Mercedes convertible soft top black blue tan 303 05 buy it now, the Mercedes-Benz R107 automobiles were produced from 1972 through 1989 they were sold under the SL class and SLC class model names respectively the R107 replaced the W113 SL class in 1972 and was replaced by the R129 SL class in 1989 the theory behind the R107 was simple take the chassis, 90 results for ABS sensor Mercedes-Benz 1985 R107 280 SL save ABS sensor Mercedes-Benz 1985 R107 280 SL to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay feed Unfollow ABS sensor Mercedes-Benz 1985 R107 280 SL to stop getting updates on your eBay feed, Mercedes-Benz R107 and C107 were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G class they were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 SL 280 SLC 300 SL 350SL 350SLC 380SL 420SL 450SL 450SLC 500SL and 560 SL, Mercedes-Benz 280 SL series 107 1974 1985 roadster R107 workshop manuals and specifications 1974-1975 1976-1977
1972 1989 r107 c107 pelican parts, mercedes r107 280 sl 4 £27500 presenting for sale on behalf of our client this beautiful low mileage mercedes sl 280 auto this is the 2 seat version with the 2746 cc 6 cylinder engine mated to the 4 speed auto gear box, mercedes benz c107 slc springs from the shadows mercedes benz c107 mercedes benz slc mercedes benz maybe the sun is finally shining on the 71 to 81 c107 merc slc left languishing in the gloom for decades by the more fashionable r107 sl low mileage examples of the tin top coup are now rising significantly, mercedes benz 280sl the 2 8 liter 280 sl was introduced in december 1967 and continued in production through 23 february 1971 when the w113 was replaced by its successor the entirely new and substantially heavier 350 sl r107, the mercedes benz r107 and c107 automobiles were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the mercedes benz automaker after the g class they were sold under the sl r107 and slc c107 model names the r107 replaced the w113 sl class in 1972 and was replaced by the r129 sl class in 1989, mercedes benz 280sl 280 sl r107 190 7 5 speed manual roadster 1985 mercedes benz 280sl r107 roadster 49k one owner miles make me an offer immaculate 1984 mercedes benz 280sl 2 tops roadster 99 9 rust free calif r107 1970 mercedes benz sl class 280sl roadster 49 386 documented miles, category mercedes benz r107 280 slc 1970 1977 from wikimedia commons the free media repository jump to navigation jump to search media in category mercedes benz r107 280 sl the following 47 files are in this category out of 47 total 1975 mercedes benz 280sl jpg 2 944 2 209 2 77 mb, find great deals on ebay for mercedes 280 sl 107 in sunroof convertible amp hardtop shop with confidence find great deals on ebay for mercedes 280 sl 107 in sunroof convertible amp hardtop mercedes benz r107 280 sl 107 in sunroof convertible amp hardtop mercedes benz r107 280 sl 107 in sunroof convertible amp hardtop mercedes benz r107 280sl 350sl 380sl amp more door chrome trim right amp left front 99 99 buy it now or best offer, find great deals on ebay for mercedes 280sl r107 and mercedes sl hard top r107 shop with confidence skip to main content ebay logo shop by category shop by category enter your search keyword see more like this mercedes benz sl 280 sl 280 slc prospark oes233 ignition ht lead set fast amp free, all time stars is pleased to offer this mercedes benz r107 450 sl roadster from first hand visit us at mercedes benz museum stuttgart and let yourself be convinced by this vehicle before delivery this mercedes benz classic car receives a comprehensive service and a new tv if requested we can offer a mercedes benz classic car guarantee, see 86 results for mercedes r107 for sale at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from £1 147 looking for more second hand cars explore mercedes cars for sale as well mercedes benz sl class r107 series 280sl sports mortlake richmond upon thames 13 02 2019, the mercedes benz r107 and c107 are automobiles which were produced by mercedes benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the g class they were sold under the sl r107 and slc c107 model names as the 280 sl 280 slc 300 sl etc up, this 1984 mercedes benz 280sl was imported to the us in 1987 and purchased from texas auto sports inc for 27k according to an included bill of sale the car was inherited by that owners niece in the mid 2000s and the seller acquired it from her in 2016, mercedes benz r107 sl r107 sl production spans nearly two decades with a variety of different drivetrains offered between both euro and us spec cars along the way the r107 was the first sl to receive a v8 and its smooth and torquey delivery is in keeping
with the overall character of the car, mercedes r129 the much awaited replacement to the r107 this model is far more complex and sophisticated meaning spares and repairs bills are considerably higher plus this technological tour de force isn as well built compounding issues, car mercedes benz r107 280sl black and white mercedes benz w113 280 sl during mercedes vintage cars show in mercedes station bar in warsaw poland berlin may 11 car mercedes benz w113 280sl 26th oldtimer tage berlin brandenburg may 11 2013 berlin germany, tempted by an r107 sl but not sure if its for you fancy trying a weekend at the wheel before you dive in we offer a 24hr test drive through our hire business hire a classic mercedes benz for a day or longer and if you subsequently buy a car from our showroom we will refund the entire hire fee what are you waiting for, each engine was now bench tested for two hours prior to being fitted so their power specification was guaranteed at last the m130 marked the final evolution of mercedes benz venerable sohc m180 inline six before it was superseded by the entirely new dohc m110 inline six introduced with r107 1974 european 280 sl models, the 1971 r107 mercedes benz sl took off where its r113 predecessor left off it offered a range of engines and came with both soft and hard tops initially it was sold in v8 form only 350 and 450sl although the extra engine capacity didn't add much power but torque took a big leap and, the mercedes benz r107 and c107 are automobiles which were produced by mercedes benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the g class they were sold under the sl r107 and slc c107 model names as the 280 sl 280 slc 300 sl etc up to the 560 sl the r107 sl was a 2 seat car with a detachable roof, mercedes benz 280 sl pagode bj 1969 wetzel automobile sold 1987 mercedes benz 560sl only 47k miles 1972 mercedes benz r107 350sl 1 euro, mercedes benz r107 280sl car manuals the mercedes benz r107 280sl was release in 1974 sporting the mercedes 107 042 chassis and the 2 8 liter 110 986 6 cylinder motor jump to manuals the m110 2 8 liter engine that powered the 280sl was an inline 6 cylinder gasoline motor with overhead valves with production of the 107 series 280sl, the mercedes benz r107 automobiles were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the longest single series ever produced by the firm besides the g class wagon they were sold under the sl class and slc class model names respectively the r107 replaced the w113 sl class in 1972 and was replaced by the r129 sl class in 1989, mercedes benz 280sl reviewed by unique cars and parts the release to both the 280sl and slc models can be seen as mercedes response to growing consumer concerns over the fuel shortages that were occuring at that time we don't have any reader rides for the mercedes benz 280sl r107, the mercedes benz r107 and c107 are automobiles which were produced by mercedes benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the g class they were sold under the sl class and slc class model names as the 280 sl 280 slc 300 sl etc up to the 560 sl the r107 sl was a 2 seat car with a detachable roof, world upholstery amp trim manufactures authentic reproductions of restoration trim parts for mercedes benz w107 r107 c107 roadsters amp coupes our products include complete interiors replacement seat covers or upholstery replacement seat pads spring assembly seat hinges interior panels top lid inserts dash caps carpets convertible tops headliners rubber seals and other accessories, the mercedes benz r107 and c107 are automobiles which were produced by mercedes benz from 1971 through 1989 being
the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the g class they were sold under the sl r107 and slc c107 model names as the 280 sl 280 slc 300 sl 350sl 350slc 380sl 420sl 450sl 450slc 450slc 5 0 500sl 500slc and 560 sl, from july 1974 both mercedes benz r107 and c107 could also be ordered with a fuel injected 2 8l straight 6 as 280 sl and slc us models sold from 1976 through 1979 used the bosch k jetronic system an entirely mechanical fuel injection system all us models used the 4 5 liter engine and were called 450 sl slc, i have owned this 1983 mercedes benz r107 280 sl for the past 4 years and only selling due to buying a later model only one former keeper since new it has £25 000 106 000 miles petrol enter your email address to receive alerts when we have new listings available for mercedes sl r107 for sale

Mercedes Benz 280sl 350sl 450sl 380sl 500sl R107 W107 eBay
April 16th, 2019 - Details about Mercedes Benz 280sl 350sl 450sl 380sl 500sl R107 W107 Item information Condition Brand New Quantity More than 10 available

Category Mercedes Benz R107 SL Wikimedia Commons
April 18th, 2019 - Category Mercedes Benz R107 SL From Wikimedia Commons the free media repository

Mercedes Benz W113 Wikipedia
April 17th, 2019 - 1969–1971 Mercedes Benz 280 SL 1970 Mercedes Benz 280 SL European model The 280 SL was introduced in December 1967 and continued in production through 23 February 1971 when the W 113 was replaced by its successor the entirely new and substantially heavier R107 350 SL

Mercedes Benz SL Class Wikipedia
April 13th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz SL Class is a grand touring car manufactured by Mercedes since 1954 The designation SL derives from the German Sportlich Leicht English Sport Lightweight The original idea was suggested by American importer Max Hoffman who perceived a market for a toned down Gran Prix car tailored to affluent performance enthusiasts in the booming post war American market which

Mercedes Benz R107 280 SL Fathers Day Drive
April 13th, 2019 - Please subscribe and if you re interested in the club check out our website www 51ncc ca to find out more Follow me on Instagram to see the latest car club

Mercedes Benz 280SL R107 Restoration Independent
April 19th, 2019 - Water ingress is a common problem for the 1971 1989 R107
Mercedes SL and SLC Our Classic Body shop are frequently faced with undertaking works to cure the water ingress that can appear on the R107 Models The common problem of water into the front footwells comes through the bulkhead heater plenum chamber

**Mercedes Benz R107 500SL Service Repair Manuals**
April 21st, 2019 - 500 SL Service Repair Manuals Mercedes Benz R107 500SL Roadster Manuals Beginning production in 1980 the the Mercedes Benz 500SL Roadster hit the European market with a welcome fan fare of reception and continued its offering thru 1989

**Mercedes Benz R107 on Revolvy com**
July 30th, 2017 - The Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 are automobiles which were produced by Mercedes Benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G Class They were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 SL 280 SLC 300 SL etc up to the 560 SL The R107 SL was a 2 seat car with a detachable roof

**Mercedes Benz R107 Autopedia FANDOM powered by Wikia**
April 13th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz R107 automobiles were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the longest single series ever produced by the firm besides the G class wagon They were sold under the SL Class and SLC Class model names respectively The R107 replaced the W113 SL Class in 1972 and was replaced by the R129 SL Class in 1989

**1981 Mercedes Benz 280SL – German Cars For Sale Blog**
April 19th, 2019 - But every once in a while a R107 comes along that I actually think represent good value for the money you would pay This 1981 280SL which looks to be a grey market import really represents what I think is the R107 to buy â€” if you really want one in the first place CLICK FOR DETAILS 1981 Mercedes Benz 280SL on Mercedes Heritage Year

**Parts Store for MERCEDES BENZ SL Convertible R107**
April 17th, 2019 - MERCEDES BENZ SL R107 car parts are the exemplar of the best quality remunerative prices and a reliable guarantee MERCEDES BENZ SL R107 parts are always carefully inspected before they are put into operation In most cases after an emergency drivers are forced to replace damaged parts

**Mercedes Benz 280SL for Sale Hemmings Motor News**
April 21st, 2019 - Displaying 1 15 of 113 total results for classic Mercedes Benz 280SL Vehicles for Sale

**Mercedes R107 For Sale Page 2 Car and Classic**
March 9th, 2019 - 1972 Mercedes Benz 350SL RHD Here we have a nice early R107 Series SL It is a 1972 Mercedes Benz 350SL Automatic finished in Metallic Red with Black Interior it is an early car with Wind Up Windows and the basic interior these are getting harder to find now and are becoming increasingly desirable

**Mercedes SL 107 Car amp Truck Parts eBay**

Mercedes Benz SL Class NetCarShow com
April 15th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz R107 automobiles were produced from 1972 through 1989 They were sold under the SL Class and SLC Class model names respectively The R107 replaced the W113 SL Class in 1972 and was replaced by the R129 SL Class in 1989 The theory behind the R107 was simple take the chassis

abs sensor mercedes benz 1985 r107 280 sl eBay
April 20th, 2019 - 90 results for abs sensor mercedes benz 1985 r107 280 sl Save abs sensor mercedes benz 1985 r107 280 sl to get e mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed Unfollow abs sensor mercedes benz 1985 r107 280 sl to stop getting updates on your eBay feed

Mercedes Benz 500SL R107 87 1987 for sale ch9989
April 19th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G Class They were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 SL 280 SLC 300 SL 350SL 350SLC 380SL 420SL 450SL 450SLC 500SL and 560 SL

Mercedes Benz 280SL 107 E28 R107 Technical Specs amp Manuals

Mercedes Benz SL Class 1972 1989 R107 C107 Parts and
April 21st, 2019 - Auto Parts for Mercedes Benz SL Class 1972 1989 R107 C107 Pelican Parts

1981 MERCEDES SL 280 R107 4 SPEED AUTO For Sale Car And
April 19th, 2019 - Mercedes R107 280 SL 4 £27500 Presenting for sale on behalf of our client this beautiful low mileage Mercedes SL 280 auto This is the 2 seat version with the 2746 cc 6 cylinder engine mated to the 4 speed auto gear box

Mercedes Benz R107 C107 SL Club Drive
April 14th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz C107 SLC springs from the shadows Mercedes Benz C107 Mercedes Benz SLC Mercedes Benz Maybe the sun is finally shining on the ’71 to ’81 C107 Merc SLC Left languishing in the gloom for decades by the more fashionable R107 SL low mileage examples of the tin top coupé are now rising significantly

Mercedes Benz 280SL Classic Cars Wiki FANDOM powered
April 20th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz 280SL The 2 8 liter 280 SL was introduced in
December 1967 and continued in production through 23 February 1971 when the W 113 was replaced by its successor the entirely new and substantially heavier 350 SL R107

*Mercedes Benz 500SL R107 85 1985 for sale CH8049*
April 11th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 automobiles were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the Mercedes benz automaker after the G Class They were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names The R107 replaced the W113 SL Class in 1972 and was replaced by the R129 SL Class in 1989

*Mercedes Benz 280SL SL 280 R107 Automatic Roadster SL*

*Category Mercedes Benz R107 280 SL Wikimedia Commons*
April 20th, 2019 - Category Mercedes Benz R107 280 SL From Wikimedia Commons the free media repository Jump to navigation Jump to search Media in category Mercedes Benz R107 280 SL The following 47 files are in this category out of 47 total 1975 Mercedes Benz 280SL JPG 2 944 × 2 209 2 77 MB

*Mercedes 280 SL 107 eBay*
April 20th, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for Mercedes 280 SL 107 in Sunroof Convertible amp Hardtop Shop with confidence Find great deals on eBay for Mercedes 280 SL 107 in Sunroof Convertible amp Hardtop Mercedes Benz R107 280SL 350SL 380SL amp MORE DOOR CHROME TRIM RIGHT amp LEFT FRONT 9 99 Buy It Now or Best Offer

*mercedes 280sl r107 eBay*
March 31st, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for mercedes 280sl r107 and mercedes sl hard top r107 Shop with confidence Skip to main content eBay logo Shop by category Shop by category Enter your search keyword See more like this MERCEDES BENZ SL 280 SL 280 SLC PROSPARK OES233 Ignition HT Lead Set FAST amp FREE

*Mercedes Benz 450 SL R107 Mercedes Benz EN*
April 16th, 2019 - ALL TIME STARS is pleased to offer this Mercedes Benz R107 450 SL roadster from first hand Visit us at Mercedes Benz Museum Stuttgart and let yourself be convinced by this vehicle Before delivery this Mercedes Benz classic car receives a comprehensive service and a new TÜV If requested we can offer a Mercedes Benz Classic Car guarantee

*Mercedes r107 for sale April 2019 NewsNow co uk*
April 11th, 2019 - See 86 results for Mercedes r107 for sale at the best prices with the cheapest used car starting from £1 147 Looking for more second hand cars Explore Mercedes cars for sale as well Mercedes Benz SL class r107 series 280sl sports Mortlake Richmond Upon Thames 13 02 2019
**Mercedes Benz R107**
April 16th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 are automobiles which were produced by Mercedes Benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G Class. They were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 SL, 280 SLC, 300 SL, etc.

**1984 Mercedes Benz 280SL Bring a Trailer**
April 15th, 2019 - This 1984 Mercedes Benz 280SL was imported to the US in 1987 and purchased from Texas Auto Sports Inc for 27k according to an included bill of sale. The car was inherited by that owner’s niece in the mid-2000s and the seller acquired it from her in 2016.

**Mercedes Benz R107 SL For Sale BaT Auctions**
April 20th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz R107 SL. R107 SL production spans nearly two decades with a variety of different drivetrains offered between both Euro and US spec cars along the way. The R107 was the first SL to receive a V8 and its smooth and torquey delivery is in keeping with the overall character of the car.

**Mercedes Benz R107 Classic Car Reviews Classic**
April 18th, 2019 - Mercedes R129. The much awaited replacement to the R107, this model is far more complex and sophisticated meaning spares and repairs bills are considerably higher plus this technological tour de force isn’t as well built. Compounding issues.

**Mercedes 280sl Stock Photos and Images alamy.com**

**MERCEDES BENZ R107 300 SL 2078 - The SLSHOP**
April 18th, 2019 - Tempted by an R107 SL but not sure if it’s for you. Fancy trying a weekend at the wheel before you dive in. We offer a 24hr test drive through our hire business. Hire a classic Mercedes Benz for a day or longer and if you subsequently buy a car from our showroom we will refund the entire hire fee. What are you waiting for?

**Mercedes benz 280sl Roadster Used Mercedes benz SL class**
April 23rd, 2019 - Each engine was now bench tested for two hours prior to being fitted so their power specification was guaranteed at last. The M130 marked the final evolution of Mercedes Benz venerable SOHC M180 inline six before it was superseded by the entirely new DOHC M110 inline six introduced with R107 1974 European 280 SL models.

**Mercedes Benz SL R107 Classic Car Review Honest John**
October 25th, 2016 - The 1971 R107 Mercedes Benz SL took off where its R113 predecessor left off. It offered a range of engines and came with both soft and hard tops. Initially it was sold in V8 form only. 350 and 450SL although
the extra engine capacity didn’t add much power but torque took a big leap and

Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 on Revolvy.com

May 20th, 2017 - The Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 are automobiles which were produced by Mercedes Benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G Class They were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 SL 280 SLC 300 SL etc up to the 560 SL The R107 SL was a 2 seat car with a detachable roof

Mercedes Benz 280 SL Pagode Bj 1969


Mercedes Benz R107 280SL Service Repair Manuals

April 19th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz R107 280SL Roadster Manuals The Mercedes Benz R107 280SL was released in 1974 sporting the Mercedes 107 042 chassis and the 2 8 liter 110 986 6 cylinder motor Jump to Manuals The M110 2 8 Liter Engine that powered the 280SL was an inline 6 cylinder gasoline motor with overhead valves With production of the 107 series 280SL

Mercedes Benz R107 Mercedes Wiki

April 14th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz R107 automobiles were produced from 1971 through 1989 being the longest single series ever produced by the firm besides the G class wagon They were sold under the SL Class and SLC Class model names respectively The R107 replaced the W113 SL Class in 1972 and was replaced by the R129 SL Class in 1989

Mercedes Benz 280SL R107 Unique Cars And Parts

April 19th, 2019 - Mercedes Benz 280SL Reviewed by Unique Cars and Parts The release to both the 280SL and SLC models can be seen as Mercedes response to growing consumer concerns over the fuel shortages that were occurring at that time we don't have any reader rides for the Mercedes Benz 280SL R107

Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 IPFS

April 10th, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 are automobiles which were produced by Mercedes Benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G Class They were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 SL 280 SLC 300 SL etc up to the 560 SL The R107 SL was a 2 seat car with a detachable roof

Mercedes SL SLC Class 1972 89 Seat Covers Carpet

April 21st, 2019 - World Upholstery & Trim manufactures authentic reproductions of restoration trim parts for Mercedes Benz W107 R107 C107 Roadsters amp Coupes Our products include complete interiors replacement seat covers or upholstery replacement seat pads spring assembly seat hinges interior panels top lid inserts dash caps carpets convertible tops headliners rubber seals and other accessories

Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 Wikipedia
April 21st, 2019 - The Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 are automobiles which were produced by Mercedes Benz from 1971 through 1989 being the second longest single series ever produced by the automaker after the G Class. They were sold under the SL R107 and SLC C107 model names as the 280 SL 280 SLC 300 SL 350SL 350SLC 380SL 420SL 450SL 450SLC 450SLC 5 0 500SL 500SLC and 560 SL.

Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 www benz books com
April 21st, 2019 - From July 1974 both Mercedes Benz R107 and C107 could also be ordered with a fuel injected 2.8L straight 6 as 280 SL and SLC. US models sold from 1976 through 1979 used the Bosch K Jetronic system, an entirely mechanical fuel injection system. All US models used the 4.5 liter engine and were called 450 SL SLC.

Mercedes sl r107 for sale April 2019 NewsNow co uk
April 18th, 2019 - I have owned this 1983 Mercedes Benz R107 280 SL for the past 4 years and only selling due to buying a later model. Only one former keeper since new it has £25,000 106,000 miles. Petrol. Enter your email address to receive alerts when we have new listings available for Mercedes sl r107 for sale.